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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

 
 

   ANTHONY JOHNSON, an individual, 
                                 Plaintiff, 
                    v. 
DAVID KINNEY, an individual; 
RICHARD TURNER, an individual; 
MANUEL ALTAMIRANO, an individual; 
DAVID HUFFMAN, an individual; and 
DAVID SMILJKOVICH, an individual; 
PAUL TYRELL, an individual;  
SEAN SULLIVAN, an individual;  
MARTY READY, an individual;  
DAVID AVENI, an individual;  
MICHAEL MCCLOSKEY, an individual;  
STORIX INC., a California corporation; 
JUDGE MARILYN HUFF, an individual; 
JUDGE RANDA TRAPP, an individual; 
JUDGE KEVIN ENRIGHT, an individual; 
JUDGE KATHERINE BACAL, an individual, 
                                  Defendants. 

 

  Case No. 3:20-cv-1354-TWR-MSB 
 

PLAINTIFF’S OPPOSITION 
TO MOTION (1) TO DISMISS 
OR STRIKE SECOND 
AMENDED COMPLAINT BY 
DEFENDANT JUDGE 
MARILYN L. HUFF AND 
JOINDERS TO MOTION BY 
DEFENDANTS MARTY 
READY, DAVID AVENI, 
MICHAEL MCCLOSKEY,  
MARTY READY, DAVID 
AVENI, AND MICHAEL 
MCCLOSKEY  

  

 
Hearing Date: June 16, 2020  
Time: 1:30 p.m.  
Courtroom: 3A (Schwartz) 
Judge: Hon. Todd W. Robinson 
 
[Telephonic Appearance Requested] 
 

 Complaint Filed:  July 16, 2020 
 Trial Date: Not Set  
 

   

ANTHONY JOHNSON 
1728 Griffith Ave. 
Las Vegas, NV 89104  
Telephone: (619) 246-6549 
Email: flydiversd@gmail.com  
 
Pro Se 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Plaintiff Anthony Johnson (“Johnson”) respectfully submits this Opposition to 

the Motion to Dismiss or Strike the Second Amended Complaint (ECF No. 46, 

“SAC”) by defendant Judge Marilyn Huff (ECF No. 47, “Motion”) and joinders to 

Motion by attorney defendants Michael McCloskey, David Aveni, Marty Ready 

[ECF No. 48] and attorney defendants Paul Tyrell and Sean Sullivan (ECF No. 50, 

“Joinders”).1 

Judge Huff requests “this Court should either (1) dismiss Johnson’s Second 

Amended Complaint [Corrected] (ECF No. 46) against Judge Huff with prejudice, 

again; or, (2) in the alternative, strike any reference to Judge Huff as a defendant (a) 

in the case caption, (b) in claiming subject matter jurisdiction (id., ¶¶ 2 and 3), and 

(c) in the section on ‘Parties’ (id., ¶ 12).” (Motion, p. 5.) The other Defendants seek 

the same relief in their Joinders.  

There is clearly no need for the Court to issue a second order re-dismissing 

claims that are not even alleged in the SAC, so Defendants alternatively seek an 

order striking any reference to them as defendants. They provide no authority to 

support their assertion that parties must be removed from an amended complaint 

because the claims against them were dismissed with prejudice.  

The Defendants were accused of conspiring to deprive Johnson his civil rights 

for years, and their Motion only furthers their ongoing efforts to frustrate Johnson’s 

right to due process. It serves no purpose but to unnecessarily require a third 

amended complaint, cause months of further delay, and potentially complicate an 

appeal. Importantly, granting the Motion will only aid Judge Huff and the attorneys 

she supports in committing further acts in violation of Johnson’s civil rights this 

lawsuit sought to enjoin.  

 
1  The defendants bringing the Motion and Joinders are hereafter referred to as 
“Defendants”.  
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II. ARGUMENT 

A. The Motion to Dismiss 

As Defendants concede, Johnson “explicitly acknowledged the effect of this 

Court’s previous ruling, stating: ‘This amended complaint contains only a single 

cause of action and related allegations against Storix because the Court dismissed 

all other claims with prejudice based on the defendants’ motions to dismiss under 

Rule 12(b)(6) for failure to state a claim.’ ECF No. 46, ¶ 36 (emphasis added).” 

(Motion, p. 4.) Defendants cite no authority providing that a court must re-dismiss 

claims that were previously dismissed with prejudice, especially when the amended 

complaint re-states no such claims. 

It’s difficult to comprehend Defendants’ primary argument that the claims in 

the SAC are barred by res judicata since they were preciously dismissed. The cases 

they cite all pertain to refiling the same claims in a new lawsuit. (Motion, p. 5; citing 

Ciralsky v. CIA, 355 F.3d 661, 669-70, 672 n.11 (D.C. Cir. 2004); Semtek 

International, Inc. v. Lockheed Martin Corp., 531 U.S. 497, 501-02, 506 (2001); 

Black’s Law Dictionary, 7th Ed. (1999).) Even if the SAC were considered a new 

lawsuit (obviously it’s not), it doesn’t include the previously dismissed claims, so 

there are no such claims to dismiss.  

The Motion also seeks an involuntary dismissal of parties from the suit by 

reference to Fed.R.Civ.Proc. §§ 12(b)(1) and (6). But those rules pertain to dismissal 

of claims, not parties. Johnson nevertheless responds to the arguments. 

Judge Huff argues lack of subject matter jurisdiction because she “is not a 

proper § 1983 defendant, [thus] the statute cannot provide this Court with subject 

matter jurisdiction over a purported § 1983 claim.” (Motion. p. 7.) Her argument is 

that, because the SAC contains a statement of jurisdiction over “all defendants” 

under “color of state law”, she must be dismissed as a defendant. (See SAC ¶ 3.) 

Whether Judge Huff was acting “under color of state law” while deciding issues of 
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state law is debatable but unnecessary for the Court to decide. Like the first amended 

complaint (“FAC”), the SAC contains a statement of jurisdiction over Judge Huff 

“pursuant to Title 28 U.S. Code § 1331 … and redressable pursuant to Bivens v. Six 

Unknown Narcotics Agents, 403 U.S. 388 (1971).” (SAC. ¶ 2.)  

The Motion argues that “this is a matter of subject matter jurisdiction” 

(Motion, p. 7, fn.4), but none of the cases cited in the Motion support that 

contention. (See Motion, p. 6; citing Johnson v. Knowles, 113 F.3d 1114, 1117 (9th 

Cir. 1997); United States v. Classic, 313 U.S. 299, 326 (1941); Mullis v. U.S. Bankr. 

Court for Dist. of Nevada, 828 F.2d 1385, 1387 (9th Cir. 1987).) Subject matter 

jurisdiction is the court’s authority to hear a claim, not whether it has jurisdiction 

over a particular defendant. The Court has authority to hear § 1983 and § 1331 

claims regardless of who they are against or whether the allegations support them. 

The Joinders also request the Court strike “any reference to Defendants … in 

claiming subject matter jurisdiction.” (ECF No. 48, p. 1; ECF No. 50, p. 2.) It’s 

unclear why they join Judge Huff on this issue since the Court clearly has subject 

matter jurisdiction of § 1983 claims against defendants who conspire with state 

judges. Just because the claims were removed from the SAC doesn’t mean the Court 

has no jurisdiction to hear them, especially when the Court has authority to alter its 

decisions any time before its jurisdiction is lost on appeal.  

In any event, even if Johnson had not consented to removing the dismissed 

claims from the SAC, the Defendants would be under no obligation to re-litigate 

them. If, for example, the Court had denied Storix’s motion to dismiss the remaining 

claim for “money had and received”, the FAC would remain the operative pleading. 

Not only would the case caption and statements pertaining to parties and jurisdiction 

remain unchanged, but all the dismissed allegations and claims would still be in the 

complaint. A defendant is never obligated to re-litigate a dismissed claim in the 

same lawsuit, especially one that doesn’t even appear in the amended complaint.  
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PLAINTIFF’S OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO DISMISS OR STRIKE 20cv1354 

B. The Motion to Strike

The Motion and Joinders request that the Court strike all references to the

Defendants from the SAC in (1) the case caption, (2) in claiming subject matter 

jurisdiction, and (3) as named “parties.” (Motion, p. 8; ECF No. 48, p. 1; ECF No. 

50, p. 2.) Defendants cite no authority providing that all references to a defendant 

must be stricken from an amended complaint after claims against him are dismissed.  

Defendant Sean Sullivan, acting on behalf of Storix, Inc., sent Johnson an 

email stating that it was improper for the claim against Storix for “Failure to 

Compensate for Goods Provided” to be included in the SAC because it was 

dismissed. (Johnson Decl. ¶ 2, Ex. 1 at p. 4.) Johnson responded that, based on his 

research, the Ninth Circuit requires that dismissed claims be “repleaded” in an 

amended complaint to preserve them for appeal. (Ibid.) Sullivan replied that, “[i]n 

the Ninth Circuit, claims dismissed with prejudice and without leave to amend need 

not, and indeed should not, be repled in an amended pleading.” (Id., p. 3; italics 

added.) He supported this contention by reference to Lacey v. Maricopa Cty., 693 

F.3d 896, 928 (9th Cir. 2012) which states that “we will not require that they be

repled in a subsequent amended complaint to preserve them for appeal.” (Johnson

Decl. ¶ 2, Ex. 1 at p. 3; italics added). Johnson conceded that he failed to notice

Lacy, which overruled the “Forsyth rule” on which Johnson relied. (Ibid.) Lacy no

longer requires dismissed claims to be repled, but it also doesn’t prohibit repleading.

Sullivan further cited a district court case stating that “Plainiff may not 

reallege the claims that have been dismissed without leave to amend in this Order.” 

(Johnson Decl. ¶ 2, Ex. 1 at p. 4; citing Goodlow v. Camacho, No. 18CV709‐CAB‐

MDD, 2019 WL 2223932, at *2 (S.D. Cal. May 23, 2019).) Goodlow is non-

binding, but nevertheless inapplicable because “[that] Order” only precluded the 

plaintiff in that case from realleging his dismissed claims. This Court issued no such 

directive.   
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Johnson informed Mr. Sullivan of the cases he mistakenly relied on and, 

although not required to do so, indicated he would “file a ‘corrected’ amended 

complaint [that] evening that will include only the remaining claim against Storix.” 

(Johnson Decl. ¶ 2, Ex. 1 at p. 3.) Johnson copied all attorneys on the case to notify 

them in advance of the corrected SAC. (Id. at p. 2.) 

 After the corrected SAC was filed, Mr. Hoffman, attorney to Judge Huff, 

requested that Johnson file another corrected SAC “no longer listing Judge Huff as a 

defendant on the case caption; no longer identifying her as a defendant in the Parties 

section (Par. 12); and no longer claiming subject matter jurisdiction based on 28 

U.S. Code § 1331 and a Bivens claim against her (Par. 2).” (Johnson Decl. ¶ 3, Ex. 1 

at pp. 1-2.) Not wanting or needing to file another corrected complaint, Johnson 

responded: 

“I prefer not to change the case caption or information as to the original 
parties, but I don't expect or anticipate your involvement prior to appeal. 
Since the remaining cause of action and prayer for damages are directed 
only to Storix, there's nothing left for you to defend.” 

(Id., p. 1.) Mr. Hoffman was unsatisfied and filed this Motion to strike all references 

to Judge Huff from the SAC. But, he cited no authority requiring that references to a 

defendant be removed. Instead, he refers only to Fed.R.Civ.P. § 12(f), which 

pertains to striking immaterial allegations, not parties from case captions and 

statements of jurisdiction. There are no allegations or cause of action against the 

Defendants remaining in the SAC, so their Motion serves no purpose.  

C. The Motion is Frivolous and Brought for Improper Purpose 

As cited in the Motion, “‘The function of a 12(f) motion to strike is to avoid 

the expenditure of time and money that must arise from litigating spurious issues by 

dispensing with those issues prior to trial. . . .’” (Motion, p. 8; quoting Whittlestone, 

Inc. v. Handi-Craft Co., 618 F.3d 970, 973 (9th Cir. 2010).) It’s the Motion, not the 

SAC, that wastes time and money as it serves no purpose but to waste time and 

money and force litigation of a spurious issue.  
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The fact that only Judge Huff and the attorney defendants brought this Motion 

is very telling. After the case pending in Judge Huff’s court, Johnson v. Altamirano 

et al., 19-cv-01185-H-BLM (“Conversion Suit”), was assigned to a different judge, 

Judge Huff had the case transferred to her court on the sole basis that Storix was a 

defendant in the copyright case tried in her court four years earlier. (See ECF No. 5, 

“FAC” ¶ 54.) Such transfers are justified when related claims pending in different 

courts can be consolidated in the interests of judicial economy. But Judge Huff 

overcame the entire purpose of random case assignments by effectively deciding that 

all claims between Johnson and Storix (or its agents) must forever be heard in her 

court.  

The only explanation for Judge Huff brining the Motion would be to allow her 

to likewise hijack this case. As demonstrated in the FAC, Judge Huff will never 

allow Johnson’s claims to reach a jury because they can’t be presented without 

exposing the conflict-of-interest and litigation misconduct of the attorneys she 

refused to acknowledge for years – the same attorney defendants who joined the 

Motion. (See Johnson Decl. ¶ 4.) The allegations of bias and due process violations 

by Judge Huff in the Conversion Suit alone are indisputable. (FAC ¶¶ 54-58.) Any 

ruling in Johnson’s favor in this or the Conversion Suit would shine a bright light on 

her persistent judicial abuse and favoritism, which will only worsen now that the 

Court dismissed Johnson’s claims for prospective declaratory and injunctive relief 

aimed at stopping it.  (FAC ¶¶ 91-92; Motion, Exhibit A at p. 80:24-81:2, 81:16-19.) 

Lastly, the Motion states that “having Judge Huff continue to appear listed as 

a defendant in Johnson’s operative complaint is not only immaterial and impertinent; 

it could be said to be scandalous as well.” (Id., p. 9.) Since all Johnson’s civil rights 

claims were dismissed and therefore won’t be heard on their merits (at least not 

without reversal), Johnson finally brought his case to the court of public opinion. As 

alleged throughout the FAC, every judgment, order and opinion in Johnson’s cases 

omit any pertinent fact, argument or law supporting his position on every issue. 
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Since such rulings are the only case material generally available on the web, 

Johnson published all the underlying pleadings, briefs and transcripts in all his cases 

so the omitted facts, issues and arguments can be as easily found.2 Any concern over 

the judges or other parties being listed as defendants in this case is already 

outweighed by having all the case documents, rather than just their orders, readily 

available for public scrutiny. 

III. CONCLUSION 

Defendants fail to state any real purpose for the Motion or cite any authority 

requiring that their names be removed from the SAC. The Motion should be denied 

in its entirety.  

DATED: May 17, 2021   Respectfully submitted, 

 
By:       

ANTHONY JOHNSON, In Pro Per 

 
2  http://www.judicial-abuse.com. The site was intended to provide support for a 
book about Johnson’s experience, but was changed to a case study on judicial abuse 
since the book won’t be published until the remaining cases are finally decided.  
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Subject: Re: Johnson v. Kinney et al, Case 3:20‐cv‐01354‐TWR‐MSB ‐ Meet and Confer
From: Anthony Johnson <flydiversd@gmail.com>
Date: 4/26/2021, 4:36 PM
To: "Hoffman, Kyle (USACAS)" <Kyle.Hoffman@usdoj.gov>
BCC: flydiversd@gmail.com

Mr. Koffman,
I appreciate your concern. But I've been historically held to a much higher pleading standard
than the attorneys opposing me and have never been given the benefit of any doubt. Hence
my having first re-pleaded all the dismissed claims to preserve them for appeal. It was
pointed out that the cases I relied on were later overruled, so I corrected the amended
complaint to include only the remaining claim against Storix. But there will be an inevitable
appeal in the future, and appeal briefs require the caption to match that of the original case.

As to the factual allegations that remain, they are all related to issue of delayed discovery on
the remaining claim, and are necessary since Judge Robinson held the statute of limitations
defense in reserve. They pertain to "Storix" obtaining court orders denying my access to the
company's financial records, all of which were based at least in part on Judge Huff's attorney
fee order in the copyright case.

Until Judge Robinson issues a final judgment and time to appeal has expired or an appeal is
decided, there's no final decision on the other claims. Not to take any chances, I prefer not to
change the case caption or information as to the original parties, but I don't expect or
anticipate your involvement prior to appeal. Since the remaining cause of action and prayer
for damages are directed only to Storix, there's nothing left for you to defend. 

I can't imagine Judge Robinson expects any further action on your part, and I can't see a
need for a motion to strike since all claims against your client have already been dismissed. I
hope you understand my hesitation at removing any other language, especially since both the
Ninth Circuit and the California court of appeals have dismissed my prior appeals on such
technical grounds. If you're still concerned, I won't dispute removal of the party information
you refer to as long as Judge Robinson provides clarification that its removal is necessary
and won't affect any rights on appeal.

Best Regards,
Anthony Johnson
(619) 246-6549

On 4/26/2021 3:11 PM, Hoffman, Kyle (USACAS) wrote:

Mr. Johnson:

Thank you for this email and for filing the Second Amended Complaint [Corrected].

Per Judge Robinson’s rules on bringing mo ons (which require mee ng and conferring before doing so), I
thought I would ask you the following:

Would you be willing to file a complaint that has further correc ons to it?  The correc ons I would be
asking for are :  no longer lis ng Judge Huff as a defendant on the case cap on; no longer iden fying

Re: Johnson v. Kinney et al, Case 3:20-cv-01354-TWR-MSB - Meet an...  

1 of 5 5/12/2021, 10:01 PM
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her as a defendant in the Par es sec on (Par. 12); and no longer claiming subject ma er jurisdic on
based on 28 U.S. Code § 1331 and a Bivens claim against her (Par. 2).

Basically, I think you were right in interpre ng Judge Robinson as allowing the repleading of an amended
complaint alleging only one cause of ac on (“money had and received”) against one defendant (Storix).

But leaving Judge Huff (and the state judges too, for that ma er – but they have their own lawyer) on the
case cap on and in the Par es sec on as defendants, and saying that there is subject ma er jurisdic on
based on 28 U.S. Code § 1331 and a Bivens claim against her – all this seems like an oversight [to be
expected, we all miss things], and leaving in material that belonged to earlier complaints, but not the
complaint that Judge Robinson’s order allowed.

And having one’s name listed as a defendant, when one isn’t really, could cause problems in the future.

So . . . bo om line, please let me know your posi on on this.  If we can come to some agreement, I won’t
have to file a mo on to dismiss or to strike these allega ons from the complaint, per Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(f). 
Otherwise, I will probably have to do so by Thursday (unless we agree to extend  me for any such thing).

Thanks again, and I sincerely hope all is well with you and yours,

Kyle W. Hoffman
AUSA
SD CA
619.546.7651 (office no.)

From: Anthony Johnson <flydiversd@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, April 15, 2021 3:46 PM
To: Sullivan, Sean M. <sean.sullivan@procopio.com>
Cc: Tyrell, Paul A. <paul.tyrell@procopio.com>; Jeffrey M. Byer (jbyer@sllbv.com) <jbyer@sllbv.com>; Jack Leer
(jrl@chpllaw.com) <jrl@chpllaw.com>; 'patrick.kearns@wilsonelser.com' <patrick.kearns@wilsonelser.com>;
Hoffman, Kyle (USACAS) <KHoffman@usa.doj.gov>; Goode II, Patrick <patrick.goode@sdcourt.ca.gov>
Subject: Re: Johnson v. Kinney et al, Case 3:20‐cv‐01354‐TWR‐MSB ‐ Meet and Confer

Gentlemen,

My amended complaint conformed with Ninth Circuit rulings in cases I discovered, and I assure you my
intention was not to re-litigate any dismissed claims in the district court.

“If a plaintiff fails to include dismissed claims in an amended complaint, the plaintiff is deemed
to have waived any error in the ruling dismissing the prior complaint.” Forsyth v. Humana,
Inc., 114 F.3d 1467, 1474 (9th Cir. 1997) “All causes of action alleged in an original complaint
which are not alleged in an amended complaint are waived. London v. Coopers & Lybrand,
644 F.2d 811, 814 (9th Cir.1981). Pro se litigants must follow the same rules of procedure that
govern other litigants. United States v. Merrill, 746 F.2d 458, 465 (9th Cir.1984), cert. denied,
469 U.S. 1165, 105 S.Ct. 926, 83 L.Ed.2d 938 (1985).” King v. Atiyeh, 814 F.2d 565, 567 (9th
Cir. 1987); “Ninth Circuit authority clearly states that "[a]ll causes of action alleged in an
original complaint which are not alleged in an amended complaint are waived." King v. Atiyeh,
814 F.2d 565, 567 (9th Cir.1987) (citing London v. Coopers & Lybrand, 644 F.2d 811, 814 (9th
Cir.1981)).” Marx v. Loral Corp., 87 F.3d 1049, 1055–56 (9th Cir. 1996);

However, I accept your reference to Lacy v. Mariposa (2012), which I had not encountered, as controlling
since it overruled Forsyth:

Re: Johnson v. Kinney et al, Case 3:20-cv-01354-TWR-MSB - Meet an...  

2 of 5 5/12/2021, 10:01 PM
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"We therefore join our sister circuits and overrule in part the rule found in Forsyth and other
cases "that a plaintiff waives all claims alleged in a dismissed complaint which are not
realleged in an amended complaint." Forsyth, 114 F.3d at 1474. For claims dismissed with
prejudice and without leave to amend, we will not require that they be repled in a subsequent
amended complaint to preserve them for appeal. But for any claims voluntarily dismissed, we
will consider those claims to be waived if not repled".

As you know, I have consistently been held to a much higher standard of pleading and procedural
requirements than any attorney, so I hope you understand my caution. The changes in the amended
complaint did not contradict any former allegations but were consistent with the concessions in my
oppositions to your motions to dismiss and at the hearing as to how the complaint could be amended to
cure potential deficiencies asserted in your motions. Most relevant was the removal of the headings
where I incorrectly assumed that conspiracy under section 1983 should be plead under 1985 and 1986,
and the addition of more specific dates showing the acts occurring within that 4-year statute of limitations
(and not the 1-2 year period under 1985/6) while also making them "less speculative".

Also, as you can see on the docket, I only named Storix as a defendant on the amended complaint,
although all parties were apparently served. In any event, I will file a "corrected" amended complaint this
evening that will include only the remaining claim against Storix. I assume by your emails and this
response that no parties will argue that I waived appeal of any dismissed claims that were not repled.

Best Regards,
Anthony Johnson
619-246-6549

On 4/15/2021 9:14 AM, Sullivan, Sean M. wrote:

Mr. Johnson:

In the Ninth Circuit, claims dismissed with prejudice and without leave to amend need not, and
indeed should not, be repled in an amended pleading. See Lacey v. Maricopa Cty., 693 F.3d 896, 928
(9th Cir. 2012) (en banc) ["For claims dismissed with prejudice and without leave to amend, we will
not require that they be repled in a subsequent amended complaint to preserve them for appeal. But
for any claims voluntarily dismissed, we will consider those claims to be waived if not repled."]; see
also Goodlow v. Camacho, No. 18CV709‐CAB‐MDD, 2019 WL 2223932, at *2 (S.D. Cal. May 23, 2019)
[“Plain ff is cau oned that the FAC must be complete in itself without reference to his original
pleading. Defendants not named and any claims not re‐alleged in the FAC will be considered waived.
[…] However, Plain ff may not reallege the claims that have been dismissed without leave to amend
in this Order.” (emphasis added).]

The Court granted leave to amend on very narrow grounds. Your Second Amended Complaint
includes not only repleaded claims that the court dismissed with prejudice and without leave to
amend, but it appears that you’ve added allega ons in support of those dismissed claims. That is not
permissible. Accordingly, it renders the addi ons subject to dismissal and being stricken under Rule
12(f). I suspect that counsel for the dismissed defendants will similarly object to the amendment as it
stands.

Please let us know as soon as possible if you will reconsider your decision to file an amended pleading
that complies with the court’s order and the foregoing authori es. If not, we will seek ex parte leave
to extend the date to respond to the current Second Amended Complaint. Regarding your statement
that you see no need for an extension, we requested the modest 2‐week extension as a professional
courtesy given our commitments in other ma ers and the significant changes to the complaint that
will take addi onal  me to address. Again, I’d ask you to reconsider your stance.

Thanks and regards,

Re: Johnson v. Kinney et al, Case 3:20-cv-01354-TWR-MSB - Meet an...  
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From: Anthony Johnson <flydiversd@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, April 14, 2021 8:23 PM
To: Sullivan, Sean M. <sean.sullivan@procopio.com>
Subject: Re: Johnson v. Kinney et al, Case 3:20‐cv‐01354‐TWR‐MSB ‐ Meet and Confer

Sean,
The Ninth Circuit requires "repleading" of dismissed claims to preserve them for appeal. I'm
aware the other claims were dismissed and will not be litigated any further before then, so
there's no need for an extension. Just let me know when you'd like to meet & confer on the
remaining claim.

Regards,
Anthony

On 4/14/2021 5:39 PM, Sullivan, Sean M. wrote:

Mr. Johnson:

I write on behalf of our client, Storix, Inc. to meet and confer on the Second Amended
Complaint (SAC), which you filed at 9:43 pm on April 6 (ECF No. 45). While our review of
the SAC con nues, it appears you included claims which the court dismissed with
prejudice, including the Common Count 1 for “Failure to Compensate for Goods
Provided.” As a result, that count is subject to dismissal under Federal Rule 41(b) for
failure to comply with a court order, as well as under the grounds previously decided by
the court. We ask that you agree to file an amended pleading without the claims the
Court dismissed with prejudice so we can hopefully avoid unnecessary mo on prac ce. 
Please let us know by 4 p.m. Thursday, April 15, if you will voluntarily agree to file an
amended pleading in compliance with the Court’s prior order. We will work with you on
an agreeable filing date and joint mo on as necessary.

If you are not agreeable to voluntarily filing an amended pleading that complies with the
Court’s prior order, given the new allega ons in the SAC we request the courtesy of a
two‐week extension to respond to the SAC, up to and including May 4, 2021. If that is
agreeable we will provide a dra  joint mo on for your review. Again, please let us know
by 4 p.m. Thursday, April 15.

If you believe a discussion would be helpful, please let me know and we can arrange a
suitable  me.

Thank you,

SEAN M. SULLIVAN
PARTNER

▬
P. 619.525.3859 | F. 619.398.0174 | sean.sullivan@procopio.com
525 B STREET, SUITE 2200, SAN DIEGO, CA 92101
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